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ABSTRACT. The ab initio calculation of molecular dipole moments, polar-
izabilities and their geometrical derivatives is discussed. General ex-
pressions valid for variational wave functions (SCF, MCSCF and Cr) and 
perturbation-dependent basis sets are derived and their implementation 
is discussed. The use of direct methods to simplify the calculation of 
higher-order properties is described. 

INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we discuss the evaluation of molecular dipole mo-
ments, polarizabilities and the geometrical derivatives of these prop-
erties using ab initio wave functions. We consider a molecule in a 
time-independent electric field and define the molecular dipole moments 
and polarizabilities as the derivatives of the total molecular energy E 
with respect to the components of the electric field strength e: 

Il = - aE/ae, 

a = - a2 E/ae2 • 

We are further interested in the geometrical derivatives of these 
erties: 

all/ax 2 
= - a E/aeax, 

aa/ax 3 2 = - a E/ae ax 

where x denotes the nuclear cartesian coordinates. The derivatives 
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the dipole moments (3) and frequency-independent (4) 
are related to intensities of the IR and Raman vibrational frequencies, 
respectively [1]. However, this aspect will not be discussed extensive-
ly here. Rather we will concentrate on techniques for analytic evalua-
tion of the properties (1) - (4), touching only briefly on the rela-
tionship between calculated properties and experimental observations. 

We may arrive at the final working equations in two ways. The more 
general procedure is to use time-independent double perturbation theo-
ry, treating the electric field strength as an external perturbation 
and the nuclear displacements as an internal perturbation. The appro-
priate properties may then be identified by an order analysis of the 
final expressions [2]. The alternative procedure is to differentiate 
the approximate energy expressions and so obtain the desired properties 
from the definitions (1) - (4) directly. As we are interested in a few 
selected properties rather than the complete energy expansion, the 
latter procedure will be used. 

2 APPROXIMATE ENERGY EXPRESSIONS 

The total molecular electronic energy may be written 

E(E,x,A) = <AIH(E,x)IA) (5 ) 

where H(E,x) is an approximate Hamiltonian operator and IA) an approxi-
mate molecular wave function. The energy (5) is required to be opti-
mized with respect to the independent variational parameters A for each 
value of the electric field strength and the nuclear coordinates, i.e. 

oE(E,x,A)/OA = 0, all E and x. (6 ) 

This equation defines A as a function A(E,X) of the field strength and 
the nuclear coordinates and may therefore be used to determine the 
changes in the wave function caused by perturbations. For the unper-
turbed molecule, i.e. when 

E = EO = 0, 

Equilibrium Geometry, 

we further assume for simplicity that 

A(E ,x ) = o. o 0 

(7 ) 

(8) 

In the remainder of this section we consider in greater detail the ap-
Hamiltonian H(E,x) (Sec.2.1) and the approximate wave func-

tlon IA) (Sec.2.2 ) and give rules for differentiation of the Hamilto-
nian integrals and expectation values (Sec.2.3). 
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2,1 The Approximate Haliltonian 

Using the Einstein summation convention the approximate non-rela-
tivistic electronic Hamiltonian may be written [3,4] 

where 

(h(e,x)} = -pq p q 

(g(e,x)} pqrs 

= (10) p q r s 

In these equations denotes the electron coordinates, and 
are the one- and two-electron Hamiltonians in the coordinate 

representation, and is the dipole operator. Because perturbation-
dependent basis sets are used 

= 

V(e,x)=1, o 0 

( 11 ) 

(12) 

both the one- and two-electron parts of the Hamiltonian (9) depend on 
(e,x). In Eq.(11) - the "unmodified" orbitals - is a set of 
molecular orbitals with a perturbation-independent set of LCAO coeffi-
cients which has been determined for the unperturbed system, and V(e,x) 
is the connection matrix which defines a set of orthonormal orbitals 

in terms of the unmodified orbitals for all (e,x) [5]. Due to 
the orthonormality of the creation and annihilation operators 
may be treated as constant, i.e, independent of the electric field and 
the molecular geometry [5,6]. Inserting (11) in (10) we obtain 

(g(e,x)} = g(e,x), 'klV(e,x) ,V(e,x) .V(e,x) kV(e,x) 1 (13) pqrs 1J P1 qJ r s 

where h(e,x) and g(e,x) are defined as in Eq.(10) but in terms of the 
unmodified orbitals From Eq.(12) we see that 
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{g(E ,X )} = g(E ,X ) 
o 0 0 0 

( 14) 

for the unperturbed system. 
The general form of the connection matrix is [7,8] 

V(E,X) = U(E,x)T(E,x) ( 15) 

where U(E,X) is unitary and T(E,x) is symmetric and related to the 
overlap matrix S(E,X) of the unmodified molecular orbitals 

-1/2 T(E,x) = S (E,X), 

( 16) 

If we introauce the anti symmetric matrix K(E,X) and the symmetric ma-
trix R(E,X) the connection matrix may be written [8,9] 

V(E,X) = exp[Q(E,i)] = exp[K(E,x)]exp[R(E,X)]. (17 ) 

Note that 

(18) 

for the unperturbed system. More details about perturbation-dependent 
Hamiltonians and orbital connections may be found in a previous chap-
ter. 

The orthonormalization matrix T(E,x) must be included in all cases 
where the perturbation affects the metric of the molecular basis set. 
This is always true for nuclear distortions where the atomic orbitals 
are fixed on the nuclei to ensure a uniform description of the molecu-
lar system at all geometries. In the case of electric field perturba-
tions the situation is less clear. In most applications the same basis 
set is used for all values of E so that the orthonormalization part of 
the connection is trivially equal to one. However, the use of so-called 
electric field variant (EFV) basis sets [10,11] have been advocated by 
some authors. Therefore, to be completely qeneral we will assume that 
the molecular basis set depends both on the nuclear geometry x and the 
electric field strength E. 

The rotational part of the connection U(£,x) may be set equal to 
one whenever the molecular orbitals are completely optimized at all 
(E,X), i.e. for SCF and MCSCF wave functions. However, when no such op-
timization is performed (notably for limited CI wave functions) we must 
include U(E,X) in the connection and determine its variation by solving 
linear equations. The purpose of the rotation matrix is to make sure 
that the right (e.g. SCF-optimized) orbitals are picked up by the CI 
wave function at each value of (E,X). 
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To summarize we have four different cases of approximate Hamilto-
nians: 

i) X - 0, R - o - (MC)SCF, perturbation-independent basis set 
ii) X - 0, R 'I o - (MC)SCF, perturbation-dependent basis set 

iii) X 'I 0, R - o - CI, perturbation-independent basis set 
iv) X 'I 0, R 'I o - CI, perturbation-dependent basis set 

Basis sets may be fixed with respect to one set of perturbations and 
variable with respect to another, e.g. geometry-dependent/field-inde-
pendent basis functions. 

2.2 The Approximate Wave Function 

The general form of the wave function IA) is [3,12,13] 

119 

IA> = exp(-T)IO> ( 19 ) 

where T is an antisymmetric operator which generates independent varia-
tions within the orbital and configuration spaces used to describe the 
wave function. The reference wave function 10> is a linear combination 
of electronic configurations, and each configuration is a space- and/or 
spin-symmetrized product of molecular orbitals. To be more specific we 
will consider three kinds of variational wave functions - SCF, MCSCF 
and CI: 

ISCF(K» = exp(-K)ISCF>, 

IMC(K,S» = exp(-K)exp(-S)IMC>, 

ICI(S» = exp(-S)ICI>. 

We have here introduced the antisymmetric operators 

K = = I: k Q p>q pq pq 

(20) 

kQ, 

( 21) 

where {IX>. spans the orthogonal complement to the reference wave func-
tion 10> [14]. Only non-redundant operators should be included in K and 
S. The most general form of T of Eq.(19) is therefore 

(22) 

where we always let 5 operate first on the wave function. If we intro-
duce the vectors 
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= [:] , T = (23) 

the operator t may be written 

t = (24) 

where is a set of real numbers and T is a set of operators. 
Combining the approximate Hamiltonian (9) and the approximate wave 

function (19) we see that the approximate energy expression (5) is 

= <Olexp(t)H(E,x)exp(-t)IO> 

= (25) 

where 

= 

= 
are the one- and two-electron density matrices. 

2.3 Rules for Differentiation 

(26) 

Let I stand for either the one- or the two-electron Hamiltonian 
integrals and define one-index transformations {Q,I} as 

{Q,h} = Q .h. + Q .h ., pq Pl lq ql Pl 

The first derivative of {I} at (EO'XO) is then 

{I}' = {I'} + {Q',I} (28) 

where the first term arises from the differentiation of I (i.e. the in-
tegrals of the unmodified orbitals .) and the second term arises from 
the differentiation of the braces {} (i.e. the connection matrices Q) 
according to the rule 

0 ' = {Q',}. 

Higher derivatives are obtained by repeating the process (28) using 
(29) and the rule for differentiation of products, e.g. 

(29) 
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(Q',!}' = (Q",!} + (Q',I'} + (Q',Q',!}. (30) 

The symmetric one-index transformation (Q' ,Q',I} which appears in this 
expression is defined below. 

In the same way the first derivative of the Hamiltonian expecta-
tion value «H> for simplicity) is 

<H>' =<H'>+<[T',H]> (31) 

where the first term arises from the differentiation of the operator H 
and the second term arises from the differentiation of the brackets <> 
(i.e. the wave function) according to the rule 

0' = <[T',]>. ( 32) 

Higher derivatives are obtained by repeating this process, e.g. 

<[T',H]>' = <[T',H]'> + <[T',T',H]> 
= <[T",H]> + <[T',H']> + <[T',T',H]>, (33) 

compare Eq. ( 30) . 
The symmetric one-index transformations and the symmetric commuta-

tors in Eqs.(30) and (33) above are defined as 

(Ql ,Q2 ' I} 

[T1 ,T2 ,H] 

(1/2)(Ql,(Q2'!}} + (1/2)(Q2,(Ql'!}}' 

(1/2)[T1 , [TZ ,H]] + (1/2)[TZ ' hl ,H]] (34) 

with obvious generalizations to higher orders. When both K- and R-con-
tributions are present in the symmetric one-index transformations all R 
contributions must be transferred to the right before symmetrization, 
e.g. 

= (1/2)(K" (R" (Rz ,!}}} + (1/2)(K1 , (R2 , {R, ,!}}}. (35) 

In the same way all K contributions must be transferred to the right 
before symmetrization of the commutators. 

The rules for differentiation of the integrals {I} and the expec-
tation values <H> are very similar. The reason for this is that both 
the integrals and expectation values may be written as Baker-Campbell-
Hausdorf expansions (in the matrix Q and the operator T respectively), 
and the rules given above are obtained by considering the differentia-
tion of these expansions at (£0 ,xo ) where Q and T are equal to zero 
(see Appendix). 
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3 DIPOLE MOMENTS 

From the definition of dipole moments (1) we obtain directly 

10 10 10 
= - <H> = - <H > - <[T ,H]> 

= _ <H10 > _ A10 <[T,H]> (36) 

where 10 indicates differentiation with respect to the electric field 
strength t. (In general superscripts nm indicate n differentiations 
with respect to t and m differentiations with respect to x.) The last 
contribution to (36) disappears due to the stability requirement (6): 

o<H>/oA = <[oT/oA,H]> oA/oA<[T,H]> = <[T,H]> = o. (37) 

This is the Generalized Brillouin Theorem (GBT) [3] for variational 
wave functions and the electronic gradient <[T,H]> is known as the 
Brillouin matrix. The expression for the dipole moments therefore re-
duces to 

(38) 

at (to ,x ), which is the Hellmann-Feynman theorem for first order prop-
erties. in terms of Hamiltonian integrals Eq.(38) becomes 

_ 0 {h} 10 _ P {} 10 
pq pq pqrs g pqrs 

= _ 0 [{h10 } + {Ql0 h}] P [{ 10} + {Ql0 }] pq , pq - pqrs g ,g pqrs 

(39) 

where we have introduced the generalized Fock matrix [15] 

(40) 

and used the fact that for an arbitrary matrix A 

Dpq{A,h}pq+ Ppqrs{A,g}pqrs = 2ApqFpq (41) 

to simplify the final expression. {E10 } in Eq.(39) indicates that the 
energy is calculated using the {I10 } integrals. 

For field-independent (EFr) basis sets the above expression (39) 
simplifies considerably due to the relations 
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{h1O •EFI = - <cp Idlcp > = - M pq' pq P q 

{ 10. EFI 
g pqrs = 0, 

Q10 , EFI = K1O . (42) pq pq 

When (42) is used in the general expression (39) we obtain 

EFI D pqMpq * IJ(MC)SCF = = IJ (MC) SCF' 

EFI 
DpqMpq _ 2K1 0 F = IJ*CI- (43) IJC1 = pq pq 

for (MC)SCF and CI wave functions respectively. The quantities IJ (the 
derivative of the energy with respect to the field) and IJ* (the expec-
tation value of the dipole operator d) which appear in these expres-
sions may be looked upon as two alternative definitions of dipole mo-
ments as both converge to the exact result when the approximate wave 
tunction converges to the exact wave function. However, as discussed by 
Diercksen al. [16] there are good reasons for giving preference to IJ 
rather than IJ* (when they differ): First of all this definition corre-
sponds to the numerical results that are obtained by finite perturba-
tion calculations, and secondly numerical comparisons [16] indicate 
that IJ tends to give more reliable results than IJ*, although in many 
cases the differencr is small or even negligible. 

To determine K 0, which represents the first-order variation of 
the molecular orbitals in the electric field, we must solve one 
linear equations for each perturbation. However, in Eq.(43) above K 
appears in the product K10 F only. As ehown by Handy and Schaefer [17], 
the response equations determining K1 may then be replaced with a sin-
gle set of equations which is independent of the perturbations, making 
the use of IJ as opposed to IJ* more attractive than previously realized, 
especially when additional properties such as cartesian forces are cal-
culated from the same wave function. 

When field-variant (EFV) basis sets are used no terms in the gen-
eral expression (23) disappear and the dipole moment must be calculated 
according to 

EFV 
IJ =- (44) 

This expression is very similar to the well-known expression tor forces 
with atomic orbitals fixed on the nuclei, and dipole calculations using 
EFV orbitals should be approximately as time consuming as force calcu-
lations. However, while the nucleus-fixed orbital approach for geomet-
rical distortions is well detined and essential for obtaining meaning-
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ful results, there is no such unambiguous 1efinition for field variant 
basis sets [11]. This, combined with the fact that dipole moments are 
satisfactorily obtained by using fixed basis sets, makes the use of EFV 
basis sets for dipole moments rather limited. 

4 POLABIZABILITIES 

To obtain the polarizabilities we differentiate the dipole moments 
(38) with respect to E: 

10 
a = = - (45) 

which may be compared with the dipole expression J36). However, it is 
no longer possible to avoid the calculation of Al as the electronic 
gradient of the dipole moment 

(46) 

is not equal to zero. The wave function response A10 may be determined 
from the GBT condition (37): 

(47) 

which may be substituted in Eq.(45): 

a = - <H20 > + <[T,H10 ]> <[T,T,H]>-l <[T,H10 ]>. (48) 

It is instructive to see how this expression simplifies in the exact 
case, which may be treated as a complete CI wave function with a con-
stant connection matrix, i.e. 

H10 =-d, exact 
H20 0 
exact = . 

The polarizability expression (48) then reduces to 

aexact = 2[K>0<OldIK>(EK - EO)-l<KldIO>, 

(49) 

(50) 

as expected from time-independent perturbation theory. (The factor 2 
appears because we consider the individual derivatives rather than the 
full second-order term in the perturbation expansion.) 

Let us return to approximate wave functions and the sim-
plest case of fieid-independenrobasis sets. In this case H 0 disappears 
and for MCSCF wave functions H has the simple form 

H10 ,EFI 
MCSCF = - - d (51 ) 
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so that the polarizabilities (45) may be written 

EFI 10 
QMCSCF = A <[T,d]>, (5::) 

where A10 is obtained by solving the linear response equations 
10 - 1 A = <[T,T,H]> <[T,d]>. (53) 

These equations are identical in structure to the Newton-Raphson set of 
equations [3] used for second-order optimization of wave functions. To 
see this we expand the electronic gradient in the variational parame-
ters A around A = 0 

<[T,H]> + 6A(O<[T,H]>/OA) = <[T,H]> + 6A<[T,T,H]> (54) 

and set the result equal to zero: 
- 1 

6A = - <[T,T,H]> <[T,H]>. (55) 

This set of equations defines an iterative procedure for wave function 
optimization. Note the close similarity between Eq.(53) and Eq.(55). 
Both equations involve the matrix 

which is the electronic Hessian, i.e. the second derivative of the 
electronic energy with respect to the variational parameters A, and 

<[T,A]> = O<A>/OA, 

(56) 

(57) 

which is the electronic gradient of <A>. This means that once a comput-
er code for Newton-Raphson optimization of wave functions is available 
it is a very simple matter to calculate the polarizabilities - the only 
difference is that a new integral file must be read to calculate the 
gradient <[T,A]>. However, d is a one-electron operator (51) so that 
the construction of <[T,d]> may be simplified compared to the calcula-
tion of <[T,H]>: 

<[T,d]> 

{
2(D .M . - D .M .) 

- 2 <Kla+a 10> M r s rs 

a+a ,a+a ]10> 
q p r s 

- 10><KI ,a+ a ] 10> r s 

{ 
2(FM - FM ) 

= pq qp 
-2<KldI0> 

(58) 
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where we have used FM to denote the Fock matrix (40) where all inte-
grals except M are set to zero. The expressions (58) are readily calcu-
lated from dipole integrals, one-electron density elements, and one-
electron CI coupling coefficients. 

The CI case is more involved as the rotational part of the connec-
tion cannot be neglected: 

= [_ M + {K10 ,h}]pqa;aq + {K10 (59) 

The orbital rotations K10 must be determined from a set of linear equa-
tions. However, once the integrals in the above (59) have 
been determined, the calculation of the gradient <[T,H ]> is again 
equivalent to the construction of the Brillouin matrix. 

At this point it is appropriate to comment on the solution of the 
linear equations (53) and (55). Because of the potentially large number 
of variational parameters A (>1000) these equations are normally solved 
iteratively using the conjugate gradient method (or any similar method) 
[18,19]. The crucial step in such calculations is the multiplication of 
trial vectors on the electronic Hessian: 

The approach that immediately suggests itself is to calculate the 
electronic Hessian 

G .. = <[T.,T.,H]> (61) 
l.) l.) 

explicitly - i.e. to reduce <[T,T,H]> algebraically to Hamiltonian in-
tegrals and (transition) density elements and compute the Hessian on 
the basis of these formulas. However, it was realized long ago that for 
CI wave functions (i.e. only S present in T) it is more efficient to 
construct a directly in terms of the molecular integrals without ever 
having to construct the intermediate Hessian matrix explicitly [20]. 
Similar techniques are also available in the general case, i.e. when 
both orbital and configuration operators are present in T. To see this 
we restrict ourselves to SCF wave functions and use the identity 

[A,B,H] = [A,[B,H]] + (1/2)[[B,A],H] (62) 

on the symmetric commutator entering the electronic Hessian: 

where we have used the notation 

(64) 
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This means that the calculation of 0 reduces to the calculation of 
<[K,H]> and which have the same structure as the Brillouin ma-
trix <[K,H]>. The same technique may be used in the MCSCF case but the 
expressions become more complicated as both K and S are present [21]. 
This approach ("direct MCSCF") obviously alleviates the dimension prob-
lem faced when highly correlated wave functions are used, although it 
may not be the fastest procedure in small-scale applications. The di-
rect scheme (63) has been implemented in the MCSCF program SIRIUS by 
Jensen and Agren [22] and used in polarizability calculations involving 
several thousand configurations [23]. 

The accuracy of polarizability calculations depends heavily on the 
basis set [24]. The need to include diffuse orbitals makes these calcu-
lations quite demanding in both computer time and storage. In an at-
tempt to overcome these problems Sadlej [11] introduced the electric 
field variant (EFV) basis sets discussed previously. It is 
the use of such basis sets complicates the calculations: {h }, {g } 
and Qn no longer equal to zero so that the construction of <H20 > 
and <[T,H ]> becomes considerably more involved. In fact EFV polariza-
bility calculations are computationally equivalent to the calculation 
of force constants. On the other hand, when fixed basis sets are used 
the necessary increase in basis set adds to the time spent in solving 
the response equations (53). As this is likely to be the time-consuming 
step for correlated wave functions, EFV basis sets might turn out to be 
more economic both in terms of basis sets and computer time. 

5 DIPOLE MOMENT PERIVATIVES 

Expressions for the geometrical derivatives of dipole moments are 
obtained by differentiating the energy with respect to E and x: 

The firsroexpression corresponds to differentiation of the dipole mo-
ments <H > with respect to x, WhiJf the second corresponds to differ-
entiation of the ruclear forces <H > with respect to E. The wave func-
tion responses ,,1 and ,,0 are obtained by solving the appropriate re-
sponse equations: 

,10 [ ]-1 10 
A - < T,T,H > <[T,H ]>, 

,,01 = _ <[T,T,H]>-1 <[T,H01 ]>. (66) 

By substituting Eq.(66) in (65) we obtain the more symmetric expres-
sion: 
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a a 11 < [T, H1 ° ] > [ ] -1 [ 01 ] x = - <H > + < T,T,H > < T,H >. (67) 

Note the similarity with the polarizability expression Eq.(48). 
We now take a closer look at for (MC)SCF wave functions us-

ing a geometry-dependent/field-independent basis set. As can be seen 
from the only term not available from polarizability 
«[T,H 0]» and force constant «[T,H01 ]» calculations is the static 
contribution <H1 >. To obtain an expression for this term we note that 
for geometry-dependent EFI basis sets 

and all other derivatives of Q are zero. This gives us 

(I}11 = {I10}01 + {Q10,I}01 = (I10}01 

= {I11} + {R01,r10}, 

(68) 

(69) 

As the two-electron intrgrals are independent of E the only non-vanish-
ing contributions to H1 are 

{h}11 = {h11 } _ (1/2){S01 ,h10 } = _ {M01 } + (1/2){S01,M}, (70) 

so that the expectation value of H11 becomes 

_ <H 11 > = D {M01} 
pq pq ( 71 ) 

where FM is the Fock matrix introduced in the previous section. The 
calculation of this expression is a simple matter and we see that the 
evaluation of dipole derivatives (67) is more or less a spinoff from 
polarizability and force constant calculations. 

Significant savings in computer time are obtained when use is made 
of translational and rotational symmetry [25]. Denoting translations 
and rotations with respect to space fixed coordinate axes by T. and R., 
we find that (for a non-linear molecule) 

= 0 

= 0 

o 

(72 ) 

and similarly for the other dipole components. Using the chain rule for 
differentiation the above 6 invariance conditions may be expressed in 
terms of the 3N cartesian dipole derivatives: 
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r. (aIlX/aX. ) (aX./aT

X

) 0, 
111 

r. (aIlX/aX.) (aX./aT

y

) 0, 

1 1 1 

(73) 

This gives us six conditions on the 3N cartesian derivatives of II mak-
ing it possible to by-pass the explicit ab initio calculation of 
such derivatives. 

The dipole derivatives with respect to normal coordinates are re-
lated to the intensities of IR vibrational frequencies [1]. To obtain 
these derivatives we simply transform the dipole intensities according 
to 

all/aQ = r. (all/ax.)A. 

v 1 t tv 

where A relates the cartesian and normal coordinates 

x.= r A. Q . 
t V tv v 

(74) 

(75) 

The coordinates are obtained by diagonalizing the molecular Hes-
sian (H> obtained from a force constant calculation. In the "double 
harmonic approximation" the IR intensities are proportional to the 
square of the dipole derivatives (74): 

(76) 

In this way we may obtain intensities straightforwardly from second-or-
der molecular property calculations. However, at this point it is ap-
propriate to remind ourselves of all the approximations involved in 
such calculations: (i) - approximations in the wave function, i.e. ba-
sis set truncation and inadequate description of electron correlation, 
Iii) - "electric harmonicity", i.e. neglection of higher than first-or-
der terms when expanding the dipole moments in cartesian distortions, 
(iii) - "mechanical harmonicity", i.e. neglection of higher than sec-
ond-order terms in the description of the potential energy surface. 
Clearly the accurate calculation of IR intensities is a very complicat-
ed matter. Even so, vibrational intensities seem to be an area where 
quantum chemistry has a lot to offer spectroscopists [26]. 

The above approach as been used by Amos [27] at the SCF level. Us-
ing direct MCSCF techniques the analytical calculation of intensities 
has also recently been implemented for MCSCF wave functions [25]. 
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6 POLARIZABILITY DERIVATIVES 

To obtain the geometrical derivatives of the polarizabilities we 
differentiate the polarizabilities (45) on the symmetric form 

a = - (77 ) 

with respect to the nuclear coordinates: 

oa/ox = - <H20>01 + 2A10A11 <[T,T,H]> + A10A10<[T,T,H]>01.(78) 

This expression involves the second-order response All whifU may be 
eliminated by differentiating the response equations for A Eq.(47) 
with respect to x: 

11 10 01 10 01 A <[T,T,H]> = - A <[T,T,H]> - <[T,H ]> . 

Inserting this expression in (78) we obtain 

oa/ox = _ <H20>01 _ 2A10<[T,H1O ]>01 _ A10A10<[T,T,H]>01 

- A - 2Al0A - Al0Al0A 
1 2 3 ' 

where the following three quantities are present: 

Al <iO>Ol = <H21> + A0 1<[T,io]>, 

<[T,H10 ]>01 

<[T,T,H]>Ol 

<[T,H11 ]> + AOl <[T,T,H10 ]>, 

<[T,T,Ho 1]> + A0 1<[T,T,T,H]>. 

(79) 

(80) 

(81 ) 

The construction of these elements may be simplified by using the di-
rect MCSCF techniques described in connection with the solution of the 
response equations. Avoiding technical details, the expressions (81) 
may be written 

A = sum of modified <H> - terms 
Al = sum of modified <[T,H]> - terms 
A2 sum of modified <[T,T,H]> - terms 

3 

where "modified" implies use of modified density elements and one-index 
transformed integrals. Detailed expressions have been worked out by 

al. [28]. Thus we see that although the polarizability de-
rivative expressions are quite involved (80), its construction is fa-
cilitated if we take into account the structure of the individual de-
rivative contributions (81). To the author's knowledge, no analytic 
calculations have yet been presented. 
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APPENDIX 

The operator exp(T)Hexp(-T) may be written as a Baker-Campbell-
Hausdorf expansion 

H = exp(T)HexP(-T) = H + [T,H] + (1/2)[T,T,H] + ... 

= H + R H + (1/2)R2 H + ... 
T T 

= exp(R )H 
T 

where we have here introduced the operator RA: 

RAR8 ... RCH = [A,B, ... C,H] . 

Note that RA and RB commute. Differentiating Eq.(A1) we find 

(A1) 

(A2) 

H' = exp(R )H' + [exp(R )]'H = exp(R )H' + exp(R )R ,H (A3) T T T t t 

since Rand R , commute. At (£ ,x ) this reduces to Eq.(31): t tOO 

H'I =0 = eXp(RO)H' + eXP(RO)R ,H = H' + [T' ,H]. (A4) 
T 

Higher order derivatives are obtained by repeating this process. For 
example, differentiating the second term in Eq.(A3) we obtain 

[exp(R )R ,H]' = exp(R )(R .H + R ,H' + R2T,H) t t t t T (AS) 

which reduces to Eq.(33) 

[T',H]' = [t",H] + [T',H'] + [T',t',H] (A6) 

at rhe same rules are obtained for the integrals by using the 
expans10n 

(I) = I + (Q,I) + (1/2){Q,Q,I) + ... (A7) 

and the fact that Q(£ ,xo ) is equal to zero. Finally, by considering 
double expansions K and S or both K and R present) it is seen 
that K and K respectively must be transferred to the right before sym-
metrization [Eq.(3S)]. 
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